A new measurement by using a catalytic reaction on a platinum wire was conducted spatially to evaluate a mixing condition in a supersonic flow field. A spatial mixing field was created by a transverse hydrogen jet injected into a cold supersonic cross flow (Mach 1.81) through a wedge shaped injector. The half-vertical angles of 8 or 18 were chosen as that of the wedge shaped injector. These results were compared with that of a circular injector case. The results showed that this method could evaluate a spatial mixing condition. The results also clarified that a jet plume in the cases of wedge injectors penetrated higher than that of the circular injector case and separate from the lower wall when going downstream. To observe jet/supersonic flow interaction, Schlieren visualization and oil flow visualization were carried out. It was shown that the extent of the separation region around the 8 wedge injector was the smallest among those injectors. Pitot pressure measurements were also conducted. These indicated that a wedge injector scheme was more beneficial than that of a circular injector for the supersonic combustion and combustor wall cooling.
Introduction
The SCRAM jet engine is a candidate for the propulsion system of space transportation or hypersonic vehicles in the future. 1) If it is to become a reality, however some problems must be solved. One of its characteristics is that the freestream remains supersonic in the combustor. Specifically, the order of the residence time in the combustor is a millisecond. Therefore, the mixing between fuel jets and the freestream must be quick. Furthermore, the interaction between the boundary layer on the combustor wall and the jet must be considered, as this causes an excessive thermal loading on the wall. As a result, it will have negative effects on the wall cooling of the SCRAM jet engine combustor.
To address these issues, some injection schemes have been developed or suggested. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] For example, a ramp injector is one of the schemes to enhance mixing by using induced vorticity. [2] [3] [4] An inclined injection scheme was suggested to reduce the total pressure loss of the freestream. 5, 6) Meanwhile, a wedge shaped injector [7] [8] [9] was developed to minimize both total pressure loss and jet-boundary layer interaction. Regarding investigations about wedge injectors, as far as we know, gaseous hydrogen has not been used as the injectant in the previous studies.
In order to develop these injection schemes, it is important to evaluate the mixing condition in the SCRAM jet engine. We have developed a new mixing condition evaluation method as described in our previous papers. 4, 6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] It was conducted by using a catalytic reaction on a platinum wire. In the previous studies, it was used to quantitatively inves-Ó 2004 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences tigate the mixing condition of a two-dimensional hydrogenair supersonic mixing layer. 13, 14) We demonstrated that our technique applied to hydrogen concentration measurement was a useful and easy way to evaluate the mixing condition between the supersonic freestream and the hydrogen jet. We were unable to conduct a three-dimensional investigation, however, because of the size of the platinum wire probe.
In the present study, a spatial investigation was conducted by downsizing the platinum wire probe. Specifically, a transverse sonic jet was injected into a supersonic cross flow through a wedge shaped injector, which had a half-vertical angle of 8 or 18 (hereinafter an 8 wedge or an 18 wedge, respectively). The mixing condition was investigated by using a catalytic reaction on a platinum wire. In order to observe the jet/supersonic flow interaction, Schlieren visualization and oil flow visualization were carried out. In addition, in order to measure the total pressure loss, Pitot pressure measurements were also conducted. Meanwhile, we also conducted an investigation in a circular injector case and the results were compared with wedge shaped injector cases.
Experimental Apparatus and Method

Experimental apparatus
The suction type supersonic wind tunnel was used in the present study. The cross section of the test section was 30 mm Â 30 mm. Figure 1 shows the flow field schematic. The coming freestream Mach number was about 1.81. In an isentropic condition, the static temperature in the test section would be about 180 K. The gaseous hydrogen was injected normally into the freestream from one of the three injectors as shown in Fig. 2 . These injectors had almost identical cross sectional areas of 7.0 AE 0.1 mm 2 . These injectors were installed at the middle of the lower wall. The injector exchange was carried out by replacing the part of the lower wall. The jet-to-freestream momentum flux ratio was J % 1:0 in all of these cases.
In order to investigate the behavior of the supersonic mixing layer and jet/freestream interaction, nanopulse (the exposure time was about 30 Â 10 À9 sec) 16) Schlieren photographs were taken. An oil flow visualization (using a silicone oil whose dynamic viscosity was 3:0 Â 10 À3 m 2 /s with a fluorescent pigment) was also conducted. In addition, Pitot pressure was measured. A Pitot probe was installed into the flow field at x ¼ 29, 64 and 99 mm locations, where x was the streamwise distance from the centroid of the injector. The probe can go to the z direction.
The probe, which measured the mixing condition between the supersonic freestream and the hydrogen jet, is also shown as a W-type probe in Fig. 1 . This probe had both thin platinum and nickel wires (reference wire) and these wires were 1.4 mm long and 0.025 mm in diameter. Both wires were connected to each circuit for keeping constant temperature. However, in the present study, measurements were not conducted simultaneously in platinum wire and nickel wire cases.
In the hydrogen-air supersonic mixing layer, there was an electrically heated platinum wire, on which catalytic reaction occurred. The catalytic heat release rate was measured by adapting the technique of constant temperature type hotwire anemometers. The probe was installed into the flow field in the same way as the Pitot pressure measurements.
Heat release due to catalytic reaction
The energy balance on a thin wire in the flow field is given as follows;
Where, Q (W): heat release due to catalytic reaction P (W): supplied electric power to a thin wire T (K): mean temperature of a thin wire T w (K): mean temperature of wall
Q tc (W): heat loss due to heat conduction If a thin nickel wire is used, there are no cases where heat release occurs due to the catalytic reaction, (regardless whether it is in the mixing layer or out) so that Q is neglected. Hence, Eq. (1) yields In the case of using a platinum wire, Q is not neglected in the mixing layer region because there is the possibility of heat release due to the catalytic reaction. Then, Eq. (1) yields
On the other hand, there is no heat release due to the catalytic reaction out of the mixing layer region. Therefore,
In the present study, there is a difference between temperatures of Pt and Ni wires because of constant resistance in the electric circuit. As a result, there is a difference between supplied electric power to Pt and Ni wires out of the mixing region. This difference is because there is the temperature difference of wires (see Fig. 7 ). Equations (2) and (4) were combined to give this difference shown in Eq. (5).
Finally, under the above electric circuit conditions, the heat release due to catalytic reaction in the mixing layer is as follows;
3. Results and Discussion Figure 3 shows the typical results of the flow field observed by the Schlieren method. The flow direction was from left to right. Figures 3(a), (b) and (c) were taken in an 8 wedge, 18 wedge and circular injector cases, respectively. In Fig. 3 , a bow shock wave was seen in all cases. In
Flow visualizations
Figs. 3(a) and (b), no separation shock wave was able to be seen just upstream of the 8 wedge injector. On the other hand, in Fig. 3 (c), a separation shock wave was apparently generated upstream of the injector. When comparing these mixing layers with each other, the penetrations of the mixing layer in the wedge injector cases seem to be higher than that of the circular injector case. A detailed comparison of the penetration height in these cases will be described later. Figure 4 shows the typical results of the flow field observed from the oil flow visualization. The flow direction was from left to right. Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the typical results of the 8 wedge, 18 wedge and circular injector cases, respectively. In Fig. 4(a) , no separation region upstream of the leading edge of the 8 wedge injector was able to be seen. This was consistent with the result of Fig. 3(a) . In Fig. 4(b) , it was unclear whether there was a separation region upstream of the leading edge of the 18 wedge injector. In Fig. 4 (c), a separation region was seen upstream of the circular injector. The separation region was generated from about two diameters upstream of the leading edge of the circular injector on the x-axis (the centerline of streamwise). The trace-like parabolic line was seen from about one diameter upstream of the leading edge of the injector on the x-axis in Fig. 4(c) . This may indicate that the separation region or the behavior of the re-circulation region in the boundary layer was changed. When comparing Figs. 4(a)-(c), the extent of the separation region around the injector was in the circular injector case larger than those in the wedge injector cases (obviously, the 8 wedge injector case was smaller than the 18 wedge case). From the trailing edge, counter waves just like an expansion fan were seen in Figs. 4(a) and (b). On the other hand, the wake from the trailing edge seems to be clearer in the circular injector case (Fig. 4(c) ) than those in the wedge injector cases. It may imply that there was a smaller recirculation region downstream of the injector in the wedge shaped injector cases (Figs. 4(a) and (Fig. 4(c) ). These results show that the wedge shaped injector and especially its sharper vertical angle seem to minimize the boundary layer separation which results in excessive thermal loading. Figure 5 shows the result of the penetration measurement obtained from Schlieren photographs (Fig. 3) . The error bar indicated the error mean square of measurements. In Fig. 5 , the penetration was defined as the height from the lower wall to the outer edge of the mixing layer in the photographs of Fig. 3 . The penetration was normalized by the effective radius (R b ), as defined by Schetz. 17) The effective radius was as follows: wedge injector case) because the nozzle exit area was almost the same. In Fig. 5 , in view of the average tendency in the region measured, the penetrations z=R b in two wedge injector cases were higher than that in the circular injector case. The 8 wedge injector case was slightly higher than the 18 wedge injector case. At x=R b % 0, 3, 6, there was not much difference in penetration between the 8 and 18 wedge injector cases. As the measurement position went to the x direction, the difference of the penetration was more prominent as indicated above, except with a few measurement positions. This result shows that the 8 wedge injector was slightly superior to the other two injectors at the point of penetration.
Penetration
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Pitot pressure measurements
Pitot pressure measurements were conducted in the z direction (vertical direction) at x ¼ 29, 64 and 99 mm (streamwise direction) and y ¼ 0, 5 and 10 mm (spanwise direction). The measurement positions were normalized by the effective radius, R b . Figure 6 shows the pressure contour lines obtained from Pitot pressure measurements at x % 17R b . In Fig. 6 , the contours at y < 0 were symmetrical to those at y > 0. These results were normalized by the total pressure of the freestream (atmospheric pressure). It was assumed as follows: the lower the value of pressure was, the greater the total pressure loss. In Figs. 6(a), (b) and (c) the minimum Pitot pressure value in the 8 wedge injector case was highest among these three injector cases. Specifically, in the 8 wedge injector, 18 wedge injector and circular injector cases, the minimum pressure ratios were 0.42 (at z ¼ 4:1R b ), 0.38 (z ¼ 3:6R b ) and 0.33 (z ¼ 3:0R b ), respectively. The position, which had the minimum value of the Pitot pressure in the 8 wedge injector case, was far from the wall compared with other injector cases. These results indicated that the 8 wedge injector was superior to the other two injectors at the point of total pressure loss. Figure 7 shows the typical result of supplied electric power to thin wires with constant temperature. If the temperature of the Ni and Pt wires were equal, the difference between the supplied electric power to the wires would release heat due to a catalytic reaction, because this reaction occurs only on the Pt wire surface. However, there was a difference between the supplied electric power to the Ni and Pt wires at the region out of the mixing layer (more than z % 15 mm). This was caused by the contact resistance in the electric circuits shown above. It was calibrated by using the aforementioned method (see section 2.2). Specifically, the averaged difference between the supplied electric power to the Ni and Pt wires at a region out of the mixing layer (from z ¼ 20 mm to z ¼ 25 mm) was subtracted from the supplied electric power to the Pt wire (see Fig. 8 ). The mean temperature may vary from the setting temperature (836 AE 5 K) on account of the aforementioned contact resistance. However, even if there were differences between the resistance of Pt and Ni wires, namely, the temperatures of these wires, heat release due to catalytic reaction remained invariable. 11) Therefore, this calibration (subtracting) was valid. 3.5. Heat release due to catalytic reaction Figure 9 shows the results of heat release due to catalytic reaction. These results were shown after being calibrated by using the method explained above. As for validating this evaluation method, it was proven that the heat release rate due to catalytic reaction gave the mass transfer coefficient of the controlling species, which is hydrogen/oxygen in lean/rich mixtures in the previous study. 15) However, that evaluation was conducted under uniform density condition. Specifically, the higher the density is the higher the value of the catalytic heat release rate. This was verified in the preliminary experiment. The distribution for hydrogen concentration was not obtained in the present study. However, as the catalytic heat release rate depends on the mass transfer of hydrogen/oxygen as mentioned above, 15) it is possible to evaluate the mixing condition by measuring the heat release due to catalytic reaction.
Supplied electric power
Measurements were conducted in the z direction at x ¼ 29, 64 and 99 mm (streamwise direction) and y ¼ 0 mm and y ¼ 5 mm (spanwise direction). The measurement positions were normalized by the effective radius, R b . In Fig. 9 , some measurement positions varied a little in each injector case (for example, between y ¼ 2:9R b in the 8 wedge injector case and y ¼ 3:0R b in the 18 and circular injector cases). These were caused because of the difference in effective radius, R b , in each injector case. In Fig. 9(a) of the 8 wedge injector case, it was found that the mixing layer, in which heat release occurred due to catalytic reaction (standed at Q > 0 in Fig. 9(a) wedge injector case as that in the 8 wedge injector case. On the other hand, in the circular injector case (Fig. 9(c) ), the catalytic reaction occurred in z < 6:5R b $ 7:7R b (at y ¼ 3:0R b ), z < 8:3R b (y ¼ 3:0R b ) and z < 11:2R b (y ¼ 0); x ¼ 17:1R b , 37:8R b , 58:4R b , respectively. The penetration was lower in the circular injector case than those in the wedge injector cases except with the results in x % 58R b . These results in Fig. 9 were roughly consistent with the result obtained from the Schlieren visualization except with the result of x % 58R b in the circular injector case (see in Fig. 5 ). Meanwhile, there were particular differences in Q near the lower wall between the wedge injector cases and the circular injector case. In the wedge injector cases, there was little heat release in Q near the wall. Specifically, in the 8 wedge injector case, the catalytic reaction did not seem to react at the measurement position near the lower wall, lower than z ¼ (Fig. 9(b) ) seemed to develop and separate from the lower wall as did the 8 wedge injector case except when both y ¼ 0, 2:9R b at x ¼ 17:3R b . In these wedge injector cases, cases were hydrogen did not exist near the lower wall. On the other hand, in the circular injector case, there was a heat release Q near the wall except with x ¼ 17:1R b where the hydrogen concentration seemed to be dense (In other words, the hydrogen did not seem to diffuse into the freestream at x ¼ 17:1R b ). If the wedge injector is used in the application of the SCRAM jet engine, it may be effective because combustion does not occur near the lower wall, yet does occur far from the wall. Thus, it should be noted that the thermal loading to the wall should be reduced. In addition, the penetration of the 8 wedge injector case was highest among these injector cases in the present study. This was consistent with the previous result at the point of penetration. 7) This indicated that the wedge injector was more effective than the circular injector.
As for validating present studies, in Fig. 9 , it was not clear whether the catalytic reaction occurred or not, for example, in z wedge injector case. And at x % 58R b in the circular injector case, there was a difference in penetration between the result from Schlieren visualization and heat release Q. These were caused as the measurements in platinum (catalytic reaction) and nickel wire (reference wire) cases were not conducted simultaneously. Therefore, the flow field was not the same every measurement. Furthermore, the S/N ratio was considerable because the absolute value of supplied electric power was rather low. In order to increase S/N ratio, we have to use the long wire probe to intensify a signal even though it causes to reduce the spatial resolution. Correspondingly, the result obtained at the position of x ¼ 58:3R b , y ¼ 0 in the 8 wedge injector case may imply the same as mentioned above. However, this position was the most downstream among current measurement positions. Therefore, this result may show that heat release due to catalytic reaction decreases as the resulting hydrogen diffuses into the freestream. In addition, in order to verify this evaluation and any uncertainties in detail, the comparison among the present results, CFD and direct sampling among others is needed. 
Concluding Remarks
In order to ascertain whether a spatial measurement can be conducted by using a catalytic reaction on a thin platinum wire, the measurement was applied to investigate the mixing of a sonic hydrogen jet injected normally through a wedge injector, which had the half-vertical angles of 8 and 18 , and a cold air supersonic flow (Mach 1.81) . The results were compared to those in the circular injector case. It was proven that our proposed technique was indeed effective to measure the mixing condition spatially while also being a practical and easy way to evaluate the mixing condition. However, in order to verify this evaluation in detail, a comparison with other experimental methods is needed. It was also determined that a jet plume in the wedge injector cases was separated from the lower wall.
Next, in order to observe interaction phenomena between the supersonic freestream and the jet, Schlieren photographs were taken and oil flow visualization was conducted. Pitot pressure was also measured. From the results, it was shown that the extent of the separation region around the injector was smaller in the wedge shaped injector cases than of the circular injector case, and that the 8 wedge shaped injector was superior to the 18 wedge shaped injector and the circular injector at the point of total pressure loss.
These results indicated that a wedge injector was superior to a circular injector at the point of penetration and mixing for supersonic combustion and wall cooling.
